
Warfare



the story

The lives of many rest in the courage of a 
few.             It’s always been this way

We’re trying to build a tribe of men 
willing to be “the few”

There is an epic story where you have a 
vital role to play



brokenness

but our sin and brokenness have come 
together to produce the poser we 
present to the world

behind every posing man is a wounded 
boy.



assault

Spiritual assault is a given.

You are commanded to “resist” and fight 
back with the armor of God.

The story of your life is a story of a long, 
sustained assault on your heart by an 
enemy who fears you and what you can 
become.



Enemy’s tactics



level 1

He distorts.  Distorts the truth through 
your thoughts and his accusations

“It’s too late for you.”                         
“You’ve screwed up way too many times.”  
“Don’t trust anyone ever again”           
“God never comes through for you”



Robert the Bruce

He wanted to be powerful.  To be the 
hero.  To come through.  We all do.

But his father kept telling him to play it 
safe, negotiate, don’t fight...

Why do so many men get taken out?  
Deception, distortion, malaise, confusion, 
guilt, shame, fear -- it all feels so real.



Robert the Bruce

As long as he stays under the voice of the 
accuser, he will never get free

remember...  “Who told you that you were 
naked?”

Whose voice are we listening to?



strategy
Satan comes at you with an accusation

He’s trying to get you to make an agreement

It could have been something spoken over 
you as a boy by an angry father, coach or 
brother - or - it could have been something 
not said by an absent father

The enemy puts his interpretation on your 
story and spins it



Things don’t go so well.  Fear comes in.  “oh 
my gosh, I’ve made a terrible decision”...

Enemy seizes upon it and you make an 
agreement “I married the wrong person”

BOOM.

You start to interpret everything that 
happens through the filter of “wrong 
person”.  Becomes a self-fulfilling prophesy.

“I’m the victim”...



Blog - www.manliveup.wordpress.com

Need help with coffee & biscuits

Worship - mix it up, need men with a 
heart for this

Small Groups - need to be flexible



small groups
6-8 men.  

each group needs a leader.

groups meet from 7:00 - 7:30.  we encourage 
you to meet outside Wednesday mornings 
to build deeper community

QUESTION this morning - What has this 
discussion about warfare and accusation an 
agreements triggered in you?


